
THE APPRAISAL FOUNDATION

~J]] Authorized by Congress as the Source ofApp raisalStand4zr& and Appraiser Qua1~fIcations

November 29, 2010

Mr. James Park
Executive Director
Appraisal Subcommittee
Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council
1401 H Street, N.W., Suite 760
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Jim:

Attached please find responses to the nine questions posed to The Appraisal Foundation in your
correspondence of November 22, 2010:

1. Provide additional justificationfor the Appraiser Quali:fications Board (AQB) grant request and
include the rationale for re-evaluating the AQB Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria
(Criteria) every four to five years. Explain why the grant proposalforAQB work has not declined
from 2006-2008 levels when the AQB was finalizing and addressing implementation of significant
changes to the Criteria, implemented January 1, 2008. Explain why AQB costs are increasing
although the number of appraisers is declining.

As background, it has been widely recognized by the appraisal profession and users of appraisal
services that the initial Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria (Criteria) adopted by the
Appraiser Qualification Board (AQB) in March 1991 (in response to Title XI) was extremely low.
This was due, in part, to concerns voiced by financial institutions, users of appraisal services, real
estate agents and brokers, as well as others, over whether there would be enough state-licensed
and state-certified appraisers to provide appraisals for their transactions. Since appraiser
regulation was essentially non-existent prior to Title XI, no one had a reliable estimate of the
number of appraisers that would become credentialed by the states.

Since those initial days of appraiser regulation, reports from state appraiser regulatory agencies,
users of appraisal services, and other regulatory entities indicated that many of the state
credentialed appraisers lacked the knowledge and competency required to complete many of the
appraisal assignments for which they had been engaged. As a result, the AQB adopted
incremental changes to the Criteria in 1994, which became effective in 1998. These changes
included:
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• Specific requirements for appraisers to complete National USPAP Courses, taught by AQB
Certified USPAP Instructors, to obtain and maintain their credentials;

• Increases in the amount of hours of experience necessary to obtain Certified Residential and
Certified General appraiser credentials; and

• An increase in the continuing education required to maintain a credential from 10 hours per
year to 14 hours per year.

Despite these additional requirements, there was a continued public outcry that many appraisers
remained unqualified to perform appraisals in many transactions. In response to this demand,
the AQB embarked on a process in February 2001 in an attempt to determine how the Criteria
could be made more relevant and meaningful. This process commenced with a Congressional-
style public hearing, where diverse groups of constituents (state and federal regulatory agencies,
users of appraisal services, educators, professional appraiser organizations, and others) addressed
the AQB, identifying areas in the Criteria they believed needed enhancing.

The AQB carefully considered all of the issues presented and began a process that eventually
covered the better part of three years, issuing a total of six exposure drafts and receiving feedback
from each one. Ultimately, in February 2004 the AQB adopted significant changes to the Criteria
that became effective in 2008. These changes can be briefly summarized as follows:

• Significant increases in the amount of hours of education necessary to obtain Licensed
Residential, Certified Residential and Certified General appraiser credentials;

• The creation of a Required Core Curriculum, specifying the number of hours and specific
educational topics that must be completed for each appraiser classification;

• For the first time, the requirement of college-level education for the Certified Residential and
Certified General classifications; and

• Creation of the National Uniform Licensing and Certification Examinations, which were more
rigorous, practice-based examinations than those developed by others in the past.

As noted above, the current Criteria adopted by the AQB in 2008 are a significant upgrade from
the original Criteria adopted in 1991. Nevertheless, these Criteria still remain lower than those
that exist in the majority of the industrialized world. In countries such as Mexico, appraisers are
required to possess college degrees in specific areas of study, such as architecture or engineering,
in addition to the specific valuation-related education that is required. Likewise, countries in
South America and Europe similarly have higher qualification requirements than those that exist
in the current AQB Criteria.

Despite the increased current Criteria, the AQB has continued to hear concerns regarding specific
areas that must still be addressed. To assist in fully understanding these concerns, the AQB again
held a Congressional-style public hearing in June 2010 to a similar group of constituents that
addressed the Board in 2001. A few of the major issues voiced included:
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• A lack of clear requirements for supervising appraisers and trainees. Several constituent
groups have indicated that this particular issue is one of the most pressing in recent years. The
migration of appraiser training from primarily financial institutions to independent fee
appraisers has had a significant impact on the ability for new appraisers to enter the
profession. In addition, because of the lack of clear requirements for supervising appraisers,
many of those trainees may not have received well-rounded practical training that could
sustain them in the marketplace.

• A recognition that the current education system for appraisers makes it difficult to attract the
“best and brightest” to the profession. Because the education required in the current Criteria is
specifically valuation-related, the vast majority of the education is offered by professional
appraiser organizations and proprietary schools. College students considering a career in
appraisal have been largely discouraged to enter the profession upon learning that, after
graduation, they would have to complete an additional 300 hours (for the Certified General
classification) of specialized education in order to qualify for a state credential.

• A lack of requirements for criminal background checks in order to receive a state credential.
Appraisers are given credentials that allow them entry into people’s homes and businesses,
but there are no minimum national requirements for background checks. In order to promote
and maintain public trust in the appraisal profession, appraisers should be required to
undergo such scrutiny, similar to that enacted for mortgage loan originators under the SAFE
Act.

The AQB, recognizing the issues outlined above (as well as others), believes that such issues
would not come to light as quickly or clearly without a thorough review of the existing Criteria every
four to five years.

The issue of supervising appraisers and trainees was recognized by Congress in the Dodd-Frank
bill, which gave the AQB the authority to establish minimum criteria in this area. The AQB began
recognizing the importance of college-educated candidates when establishing its Graduate Degree
Review Program. The AQB believes expansion of this activity to an Undergraduate Degree Review
Program will be even more beneficial to more potential appraiser candidates. Ensuring that
individuals who have committed significant crimes do not receive appraiser credentials is
obviously essential to public trust.

The activity indicated above, addressing any remaining issues related to the implementation of
the 2008 Criteria, and annually updating the National Uniform Licensing and Certification
Examinations are all reasons that the AQB’s grant proposal has not diminished from the 2006-2008
levels.

Lastly, the AQB’s activities have little to do with the number of appraisers. Simply because there
may be fewer active appraisers today than a few years ago does not absolve the AQB of its
responsibilities to establish minimum criteria under Title XI. Promoting and maintaining public
trust is not a function of the number of individuals appraising; it is directly related to the
qualifications required to obtain a credential.
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2. Address whether the University graduate degree program has met the Foundation’s goals and
objectives. Explain the rationale for expanding the program’s scope to include undergraduate
programs. Also address the Foundation’s efforts to verify with the States’ appraiser regulatory
agencies and other stakeholders that the program is creating the desired change in appraiser
education.

As indicated in the response to #1 above, the purpose of the Graduate Degree Review Program is to
assist in attracting the “best and brightest” to the appraisal profession. This is accomplished by
the AQB thoroughly reviewing the required curriculum for a graduate degree in real estate, and
evaluating all of the courses in light of the Required Core Curriculum in the Criteria. Once this
analysis has been completed, students with such degrees would know exactly the number of
courses and hours that they would receive credit towards a credential, and which courses and
hours would still need to be fulfilled.

Despite the fact that solicitations were made to those schools with graduate degrees in real estate
and that the analyses are conducted by the AQB at no cost to the schools, only two universities
have applied to date and had their programs reviewed. In recognition that many more colleges
and universities offer undergraduate degrees in real estate, the AQB plans to expand its program to
include these schools as well. This expansion was considered by the AQB from the start, but it
was decided to focus on the graduate degree programs first, anticipating a lower volume of
applications and allowing for any revisions needed to the program’s policies.

Whether or not these programs are creating the desired effect remains to be seen. The reasons are
two-fold:

• The graduate program has not existed for a substantial amount of time, so students have yet to
become familiar with what the program may do for them with respect to obtaining an
appraiser credential. Furthermore, the undergraduate program has not been launched yet, so
there is no way to gauge the interest that schools and students may have in that program.

• The market for real estate appraisers is not strong at this time. As noted by the decline in
state-licensed and state-certified appraisers on the National Registry, far fewer appraisers are
entering the profession than leaving it. Because of these market conditions, the true benefit of
both the Graduate Degree Review Program and the Undergraduate Degree Review Program cannot
reasonably be measured at this time.

3. Appraisal Standards Board (ASB) grant requests have increased at an annual rate of
approximately 5% since 2002 when the U.S. rate of inflation has been approximately 2.7 %
annually. Why have expense increased more than the rate of inflation?

Below are the actual ASB grant expenses for the past six years from our audited financial
statements:

2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004
$486,340 $445,909 $415,690 $430,654 $465,537 $431,316
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During this period of time expenses have stayed within a rather narrow band and have actually
increased less than the rate of inflation.

4. What percentage of the Foundation’s overall revenue comes from the grant?

Total grant revenue, including prior year reprogramming and supplemental requests, has
accounted for the following percentage of revenue in recent years:

2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004
34.2% 36.3% 24.3% 19.6% 21% 19.3%

Two notes regarding the above numbers:

(1) Unlike previous years, for our 2009 grant request we were advised to ask for funding for every
valid Title XI program expense we could identify. We requested $1,950,000 and the entire amount
was approved. Actual grant revenues, including supplemental and reprogramming requests
were:

2009 2008 2007 2006
$1,620,579 $1,273,817 $1,165,392 $1,016,527

(2) In 2008 we transitioned to a two-year USPAP publication cycle (resulting in a drop in
publication revenue) and experienced losses in our reserve account due to the significant decline
in the stock market. 2007 overall revenue was $4,792,747 and in 2008 it dropped to $3,507,317,
resulting in the grant accounting for a much higher percentage of our overall revenue.

5. Provide more detail regarding the Board of Trustees (BOT) Title-XI related work and the
expenses that would be covered by the proposed grant. Explain how the BOT ensures its
governance over the work of the AQB and ASB and how the stated initiatives are consistent with
The Appraisal Foundation’s strategic plan and objectives for the year. Further, explain how the
BOT is involved in the two Board’s business plans and adherence to their business plans.

Board Member Selection: Members of the Board of Trustees solicit candidates to serve on the
Appraiser Qualifications Board and the Appraisal Standards Board. Upon receipt of the
completed applications, the Boards Nominating Conimittee of the Board of Trustees ranks the
candidates based on their qualifications. These candidates are subsequently interviewed via
telephone by members of the Committee and ranked a second time to determine who will be
selected for in-person interviews. The interviews are held in conjunction with the fall meeting of
the Board of Trustees and are open to the public.
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Oversight: An important responsibility of the Board of Trustees is to provide oversight of the
boards and advisory councils of the Foundation. While the Appraiser Qualifications Board and
Appraisal Standards Board are independent, they must be accountable. The Board of Trustees
created an Oversight Subcommittee of its Executive Committee to ensure that our boards and
councils are accountable to the public and the regulatory community and adhere to the annual
work plan submitted to the Board of Trustees. Members of the Oversight Subcommittee attend
meetings of the Boards and Advisory Councils in an observer status. Their observations are then
produced in a report for the members of the Oversight Subcommittee. The chair of the board or
council being observed is made aware of the contents of the report.

In addition to submiffing their annual business plans to the Board of Trustees, the chairs of the
Boards and advisory councils must submit management reports to the Oversight Subcommittee at
the end of the first and third quarters. The chairs have face-to-face meetings with the Oversight
Subcommittee at least twice per year. Copies of the Oversight Responsibility Policy, the
Operating Procedures of the Oversight Subcommittee, the Boards Meeting Observation Form and
the Management Report Outline are attached for your reference as attachments #1, #2, #3 and #4.

Business Plan Committee: The Board of Trustees has a Business Plan Committee, which has the
responsibility to develop short and long range business plans and provide strategic planning for
the Foundation. In addition, the Committee ensures that the boards and advisory councils are
working on projects that are consistent with the Strategic Goals of the Foundation. Chairs of
boards and advisory councils are asked to complete a matrix outlining how their work plan is
assisting the Foundation in meeting its Strategic Goals at least twice per year. A copy of the
Foundation’s Strategic Goals and the goal matrix are attached for your reference as attachments
#5 and #6.

Special Projects: The Board of Trustees periodically embarks on special projects that are Title XI
related. The Consistent Enforcement Task Force, which resulted in the development of the
Voluntary Disciplinary Guideline Matrix, is an example of such a project.

In addition, the Trustees have funded the creation of an “eLibrary”, which will be a repository of
training videos on our website. Current videos include a USPAP Update for State Regulators and a
Mock Administrative Hearing. A copy of the Voluntary Disciplinary Guideline Matrix is attached
for your reference as attachment #7.

The grant funds only the staffing expenses associated with all of the above activities of the Board
of Trustees. Trustees are not compensated for their time and we are not requesting any travel for
Board of Trustees activities.
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6. Please provide a prioritized list of the projects/issues on each Board’s agenda for 2011. Identify
the items that are the most importantfor the ASC to fund.

The ASC has been provided with the 2011 Business Plans for both Boards. It is difficult to say that
one aspect of a Board’s Business Plan is more important than another. In addition, many times
there are items that relate to one another in a manner that makes them of equal importance. In
any event, if we were forced to prioritize the items on each Board’s Business Plan as most
important for the ASC to fund, the lists would be as follows:

Appraisal Standards Board

I. Proposed revisions to USPAP for the 2012-13 edition of USPAP, including:

• Revisions to certification requirements to comply with Conduct section of ETHICS RULE

• Retirement of STANDARDS 4 and 5, Real Property Appraisal Consulting
• Create RECORD KEEPING RULE

• Revisions to Advisory Opinion 21, USPAP Compliance

• Required disclosure of Exposure Time
• Revisions to DEFINITIONS

• Required labeling of “Extraordinary Assumptions” and “Hypothetical Conditions”

• Revisions to STANDARDS 7 and 8 (not grant-related)

II. Continued outreach for feedback on issue of appraisal reporting, including potential:

• Surveys

• Concept papers

• Public hearings

• Exposure drafts

Appraiser Qualifications Board

I. Proposed revisions to the Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria, including:

• Establishment of minimum requirements for supervising appraisers and trainees

• Implementation of Undergraduate Degree Review Program
• Implementation of minimum requirements for criminal background checks

• Requirement to complete the 7-Hour National USPAP Update Course within six months of
the effective date of a new USPAP edition

• Require both education ~4 experience as prerequisites for the state examination

• Removal of “in lieu of” option for college-level education

• Removal of segmented approach to Criteria implementation

• Restriction on continuing education course offerings

• Revisions to distance education requirements

II. Maintenance and updating of the National Uniform Licensing and Certification Examinations

III. Maintenance and growth of the Course Approval Program (CAP) - (not grant-related)

IV. Updating of the Personal Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria — (not grant-related)
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7. Given the recent turnover ofASB members, how do the current members determine whether to
continue or revisit issues and work addressed by previous Boards?

Four new members were appointed to the ASB on October 30, 2010. Because these members will
represent the majority of the Board as of January 1, 2011, the entire ASB (new and existing
members) met in Miami November 17—19, 2010.

It was clearly emphasized to the new Board members that they will be the majority of the Board
responsible for adopting the changes for the 2012-13 edition of USPAP at their public meeting in
April 2011. As a result, the new Board members were thoroughly immersed in the topics that
were under consideration for revision, and strongly encouraged to provide their opinions and
comments on the proposed revisions.

The new Board members were also provided with all three of the exposure drafts that had been
issued, along with each and every public comment the ASB had received in response to those
exposure drafts. Although the new Board members did not have voting privileges at the Miami
meeting, there was strong consensus among them that the revisions the ASB were proposing were
steps in the right direction. The new Board members were involved in suggesting revisions to the
exposed changes based on their perspectives and the public comments received, and assisted in
drafting material for a Fourth Exposure Draft, which the ASB intends to publish in mid-
December. Prior to that publication, the new Board members will also join the existing Board
members in two scheduled conference calls to discuss the upcoming exposure draft.

Clearly, the new ASB members have been given every opportunity to weigh in on the changes
that the Board has proposed to date, and appear to be aligned with the existing ASB members
regarding the direction the Board is taking.

8. Was any consideration given to thefact that adding a seventh Board member to the ASB will
increase expenses? Explain the rationalefor the decision by the BOT to expand the ASB to seven
members from six.

Our Boards can have as few as five and as many as seven members. For 2011, our Appraisal
Practices Board will have seven members, the Appraiser Qualifications Board six members and
the Appraisal Standards Board seven members. Because we had only three incumbents returning
to the ASB in 2011, we did an extensive search for candidates in 2010. This resulted in many very
highly qualified candidates applying and the Board of Trustees felt that we should take advantage
of this talent pooi. Two of the four new appointees have extensive experience with state appraiser
regulatory agencies.

We believe it is important to look at the amount of funding requested rather than the number of
individuals serving on the board. For 2011 we are requesting ASB consulting in the amount of
$135,000, a reduction of $37,500 from our 2010 grant amount. We are also requesting funding for
ASB travel in the amount of $96,050 for 2011, a reduction of $4,800 from our 2010 grant amount.

Having an additional ASB member simply means that we will reach these threshold levels earlier
than if it was a six member board.
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9. In a statement, dated September 29, 2010, the ASB acknowledged that sufficient explanation
was not provided in the exposure drafts addressing proposed revisions to the 2012-13 edition of
the Uniform Standards ofProfessional Appraisal Practice (USPAP). How is the Foundation
ensuring that the ASB’s work in 2011 will reflect public comments received on prior exposure
drafts and address deficiencies in the exposure draft process? Explain how the ASB’s proposed
work to revise USPAP will further improve the understandability and enforceability of USPAP,
and contribute to public trust in the profession?

The September 29, 2010 statement referred to is contained in the ASB’s Third Exposure Draft of
proposed changes for the 2012-13 edition of USPAP. The statement in question appears to be: “It
was apparent to the ASB that our communication of the First and Second Exposure Drafts have not
adequately explained the background and basis for our concerns about how appraisers are communicating
with clients and why additional guidance is necessary.”

The statement was included in an attempt to help educate readers of the document of the wide
disparity of the comments received in response to the first two exposure drafts, not to suggest a
shortcoming of the ASB’s exposure process. The practice of appraisers communicating with
clients prior to the completion of assignments varied tremendously throughout the various
appraisal disciplines, and even within specific disciplines (i.e. residential real property versus
non-residential real property). While the ASB received several positive comments regarding the
direction of the Board on this very controversial issue, it also received numerous comments that
did not support the proposed revisions and were otherwise informative and thought-provoking.

As a result, the ASB acted in the only manner it possibly could to protect public trust: delay any
action on the issue until additional feedback could be gathered from as many constituents and
stakeholders as possible. While it may be viewed by some that the ASB’s initial exposure process
on this topic was somehow deficient, the ultimate decision to postpone any action on this topic
until additional feedback could be received should clearly reflect the Board’s commitment to
improving the understandability and enforceability of USPAP, thereby improving public trust in
the appraisal profession. In other words, the exposure process worked exactly as intended,
providing the ASB with critical information it needed to consider prior to making any revisions to
USPAP.

The Board remains committed to addressing this very complex issue in the 2014-15 edition of
USPAP, but will only do so by devoting the time and resources necessary to properly consider all
aspects of the issue, ensuring public trust remains the prime objective.

We hope that the above answers are responsive to your request. Should you have any questions or
need additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

vid S. Bunton
President

Attachments



ATTACHMENT #1

OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITY OF THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE

APPRAISAL FOUNDATION

PURPOSE

The Board of Trustees of The Appraisal Foundation (BOT), along with providing the
financial support to fund the activities of the Appraiser Qualifications Board (AQB),
the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB); the Education Council of Appraisal
Foundation Sponsors (ECAFS); Industry Advisory Council (IAC), the
International Valuation Council (IVC), the State Regulators Advisory Group
(SRAG) and, The Appraisal Foundation Advisory Council (TAFAC), has oversight
responsibility with regard to the appraisal standards and appraiser qualification
activities of these bodies. The exercise of this responsibility shall be discharged in a
manner which furthers communication between these bodies and the BOT but
without actually or otherwise impairing the independence of the ASB, AQB, ECAFS,
IAC, IVC, SRAG and TAFAC as set forth in the Restated Bylaws.

IMPLEMENTATION

The oversight responsibility of the BOT shall be principally managed by no less than
three members, two of which must be from the Executive Committee, annually
selected by the Chairman of the BOT. The individuals selected shall constitute the
Oversight Subcommittee.

The individuals selected shall have no actual or apparent conflict of interest as a
trustee or a chair of a standing committee of the Foundation and their oversight duties
on behalf of the Oversight Subcommittee. The individuals selected shall also be
barred from appearing before or communicating with the ASB, AQB, ECAFS, IAC,
IVC, SRAG and TAFAC for the purpose of commenting directly on the activities of
any board or council for the purpose of influencing such activities.

The Oversight Subcommittee, on an ongoing basis, shall monitor the activities of the
ASB, AQB, ECAFS, IAC, IVC, SRAG and TAFAC. To this end, members of the
Subcommittee are encouraged to attend and observe meetings of the ASB, AQB,
ECAFS, IAC and TAFAC. In addition, no less than quarterly the Subcommittee shall
request from the chair of the ASB, AQB, ECAPS, IAC, IVC, SRAG and TAFAC a
report on the effectiveness of the activities of his/her board or council, including an

5 Oversight Subcommittee
Operating Procedures
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evaluation of the board’s or council’s performance relative to the work plan submitted
to the BOT in support of their annual request for funding. Based on the information
and knowledge learned from the foregoing oversight efforts, the Subcommittee shall
discuss the same with the Executive Committee, and if appropriate thereafter, meet
periodically with the chairs of each board or council to discuss matters relating to the
responsibilities tasked to the Subcommittee.

Because the BOT has ultimate oversight responsibility, the Oversight Subcommittee
shall report periodically to the BOT on its oversight activities and conclusions. The
Subcommittee shall also consult with the BOT as necessary and appropriate in
satisfying its oversight responsibilities.

Oversight Subcommittee
Operating Procedures

Adopted 051907



ATTACHMENT #2

Board of Trustees
Oversight Subcommittee of the Executive Committee

Operating Procedures

Mission

To ensure accountability and responsiveness of the Appraiser Qualifications
Board (AQB), the Appraisal Standards Board (ASB); the Education Council of
Appraisal Foundation Sponsors (ECAFS); Industry Advisory Council (IAC), the
International Valuation Council (IVC), the State Regulators Advisory Group
(SRAG) and, The Appraisal Foundation Advisory Council (TAFAC) and (ii)
maintain open lines of communications between these various bodies and the
Board of Trustees.

Composition

As stated in the Oversight Policy of the Board of Trustees, the Oversight
Subcommittee shall consist of no less than three members all of whom shall be
Trustees, two of which shall be from the Executive Committee.

Confidentiality Statement

At the time of appointment to the Oversight Subcommittee, Subcommittee
members shall sign a confidentiality statement. The statement shall clearly spell
out the confidential nature of the information that will be learned by
Subcommittee members in conjunction with their official duties.

Meetings of the Oversight Subcommittee

All meetings of the Oversight Subcommittee shall be conducted in Executive
Session.

The Subcommittee shall, at a minimum, meet in person twice annually in
conjunction with the Spring and Fall meetings of the Board of Trustees.
Conference call meetings of the Subcommittee may be called by the Chair on an
as needed basis.

1 Oversight Subcommittee
Operating Procedures
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Observing Board and Advisory Council Meetings

Members of the Oversight Subcommittee may observe all meetings (including
work sessions and executive sessions) of the ASB, AQB, ECAFS, IAC, IVC, SRAG
and TAFAC. Members of the Oversight Subcommittee are not to participate in the
meetings they are observing unless they are specifically requested to do so by the
Chair of the body being observed.

Adequate written notice shall be given to the Chairs of the Boards and Advisory
Councils of members of the Oversight Subcommittee observing their meetings.
In turn, Chairs of the respective Boards and Councils or their staff shall provide
copies of the agenda in advance of any meeting to the Oversight Subcommittee.

If a member of the Oversight Subcommittee also serves on a Board or Council,
than that member may not act as the Oversight representative for meeting
observations of that particular Board of Council. Any exceptions to this rule are
at the discretion of the Chair.

In order to ensure both diversity and continuity with regard to Observations,
assignments will be made to two or more different individual observers per Board or
Council per year.

Reporting Requirements

Annual Business Plan

The Chairs of the Appraisal Standards Board, Appraiser Qualifications
Board, The Appraisal Foundation Advisory Council, Education Council of
Appraisal Foundation Sponsors and the Industry Advisory Council shall
submit to the Oversight Subcommittee an annual business plan. The plan
for the upcoming year should be provided to the Oversight Subcommittee
at the fall meetings of the Board of Trustees.

Oversight Subcommittee
Operating Procedures
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Quarterly Management Reports

The Chairs of the Appraisal Standards Board, Appraiser Qualifications
Board, The Appraisal Foundation Advisory Council, Education Council of
Appraisal Foundation Sponsors and the Industry Advisory Council shall
submit to the Chair of the Oversight Subcommittee, in writing, two
management reports, one at the close of the first quarter and one at the
close of the third quarter. These reports shall be prepared within thirty
(30) days of the end of the first and third quarters according to the
Management Report Outline. The written Management Reports will be
distributed only to members of the Oversight Subcommittee and shall
remain confidential.

Subsequent reports will be verbal and conducted either via private
conference calls or in-person interviews between members of the
Oversight Subcommittee and the Board/Advisory Council Chairs.

Oversight Subcommittee Reporting

The designated Oversight Subcommittee Observer shall discuss
observations with the Board or Council Chair within 15 days of conclusion
of the meetings.

The Observer shall submit a written report to the Oversight Subcommittee
Chair within 30 days after the meeting. The written report will be
submitted in accordance to the form that has been developed for this
purpose. This confidential report will be provided to all members of the
Oversight Subcommittee and the results will be shared with the respective
Board or Council Chairs verbally.

The Chair of the Oversight Subcommittee shall provide periodic verbal
reports to the Executive Committee and the Board of Trustees. The content
of any critique of a Board or Advisory Council provided to the Oversight
Subcommittee members shall also be provided to the Chair of the body
being critiqued.

Oversight Subcommittee
Operating Procedures
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Oversight Subcommittee Authority

As is the case with all Committees of the Board of Trustees, the Oversight
Subcommittee is to make recommendations for specific action to the Executive
Committee and the Board of Trustees.

Coordination with Other Committees

The Oversight Subcommittee shall work closely with the Standards &
Qualifications Boards Nominating Committee in order to consolidate rather than
duplicate efforts. The information shared between these two groups will remain
confidential.

When Observers from both the Oversight Subcommittee and the Standards &
Qualifications Boards Nominating Committees are present at a meeting of the
AQB or ASB, staff will notify each observer in advance so that the parties may
meet to share information. When only one member from either group is present,
arrangements will be made to effectively share information within the realm of
each Committee’s charge.

Annual Performance (Peer) Reviews of the AQB and ASB will be performed. The
results of these reviews will be shared with the Standards & Qualifications
Boards Nominating Committee and will otherwise remain confidential. These
annual reviews will be performed with ample time for feedback to the Standards
& Qualifications Boards Nominating Committee. Individual results of these
reviews will be shared with each individual in writing.

Oversight Subcommittee
Operating Procedures

Adopted 051907



CONFIDENTIAL

THE APPRAISAL FOUNDATION
~ Authorized by Congress as the Source ofAppraisal

Standards andAppmiser QualUlcations

ATTACHMENT #3

Report to the Oversight Subcommittee
Boards Meeting Observation

Board:

Chair:

Members:

Dates Attended:

Location:

Reviewer:

Date Submitted:

Summary:

Attendance:

Chair Performance Evaluation:

Page 1



Member(s) Performance Evaluation:

Other Meeting Participants (representatives from TAF and/or ASC):

Date of Verbal Report to Board Chair (this discussion is to happen within 2 weeks of the meeting):

Results of Verbal Report to Board Chair (this discussion is to happen within 2 weeks of the

meeting):

Additional Comments:

Page 2



ATTACHMENT #4

Appraiser Qualifications Board
Appraisal Standards Board

Management Report Outline
To Be Provided Twice Per Year

Scope: Indicate the quarter being reviewed by the report.

II. Executive Summary

(a) List Major Accomplishments and Concerns of the Previous Quarter

(b) State Progress Made in Meeting the Objectives of the Business Plan

(c) State Board Objectives for the Next Quarter

• List specific projects, the rationale for pursuing them at this time, and their
anticipated impact on the marketplace (appraisers, users of appraisal services
and regulators) and the resources of the Board.

III. Quality of Work

(a) Indicate your concern level for this category: High Medium Low

(b) Compared to One Year Ago

(c) Major Factors Impacting Quality

(d) Individual Observations and Concerns

(e) Specific Action Required to Address Concerns

IV. Quantity/Productivity

(a) Indicate your concern level for this category: High Medium Low

(b) List Specific Accomplishments

7 Oversight Subcommittee
Operating Procedures
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(c) Major factors Impacting Productivity

(d) Individual Observations and Concerns

(e) Specific Action Required to Address Concerns

V. Budget Implications

(a) Please explain any significant budget deviations

VI. Interacting with the General Public

(a) Indicate your concern level for this category: High Medium Low

(b) Comparison to a Year Ago

(c) Speaking Engagements/Meetings

(d) Correspondence

Number of Inquiries and Average Response Time

(e) Positive Feedback Received

(f) Negative Feedback Received

(g) Specific Action Required

VII. Coordination Issues:

Please list any accomplishments or concerns regarding the coordination of the activities of your
Board with:

a) Other Foundation Boards

b) Appraisal Subcommittee

c) Sponsoring Organizations

d) Advisory Councils

e) Federal Regulators

State Regulators
8 Oversight Subcommittee

Operating Procedures
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ATTACHMENT #5

• .~• •. . - ~. . ~

r -,
1 ~ ‘ ~TH’E APPRAISAL FNDA~l~I@N

~ ~- :~ .~ ~‘~• ~ ~! ~. •~~~
Standard~ endAppraaer Qjkthfications

~~ ~~

STRATEGIC GOALS FOR THE APPRAISAL FOUNDATION

VISION STATEMENT

The Appraisal Foundation wifi be the organization that is the ultimate source of appraisal standards,
appraiser qualifications and standards of ethical conduct in all valuation disciplines to assure public
trust in the valuation profession.

MISSION STATEMENT

The Appraisal Foundation, a not-for-profit organization dedicated to the advancement of
professional valuation, was established by the appraisal profession in the United States in 1987. Since
its inception, the Foundation has worked to foster professionalism in appraising by:

• establishing, improving, and promoting the Un~form Standards ofProfrssional Appraisal Practice
(USPAP);

• establishing educational experience and examination qualification criteria for the licensing,
certification and recertification of real property appraisers;

• establishing educational and experience qualification criteria for other valuation disciplines;
• disseminating information on USPAP and the Appraiser Qualification Criteria to the appraisal

profession, state and federal government agencies, users of appraisal services, related
industries and industry groups, and the general public and;

• sponsoring appropriate activities relating to standards, qualifications and issues of importance
to appraisers and users of appraisal services.

STRATEGIC GOALS
See the pages that follow.

BUSINESS PLANS
(From Boards, Councils, Committees, Task Forces, and Staff)

Beginning in 2009 these plans will be included with these goals.

1155 1 5th Street, NW, Suite 1111
Washington, DC 20005
T 202.347.7722
F 202.347.7727 Page 1

Strategic Goals
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STRATEGIC GOALS
(Our goa is for success)

Public Policy (External Goals)

A Guardian of the Public Trust

A. Enhance the reputation of The Appraisal Foundation as the pre-eminent United States

authority for valuation standards, standards of ethical conduct and qualifications for

professional appraisers/valuers.

B. Encourage the adoption, implementation, monitoring, reporting and effective enforcement

of these standards and qualifications.

C. Maintain the independence of The Appraisal Foundation and its Boards to ensure

objectivity and credibility.

D. Educate users of appraisal services and other interested parties about the necessity of

appraiser independence.

E. Establish and support public policy, which ensures protection of the public interest, by

articulating reasonable, timely, consistent, and adequate valuation standards and

qualifications for valuation practice.

F. Provide resources for consumers with respect to reasonable expectation for services

obtained from professional appraisers/valuers and their independence in the valuation

process.

G. Recognize the challenges and respond to the opportunities created by changes in the

environment affecting valuation professionals.

H. Promote an understanding with users of valuation standards, standards of ethical conduct

and appraiser qualifications that form the basis of professional appraisal practice.

Standards

A. Keep Standards current to reflect the ever-changing needs of the marketplace.

B. Work to harmonize standards between USPAP, other professions and governmental

bodies.

C. Work to harmonize standards among international standards setting groups.

Page 2
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D. Enhance the usabifity, enforceability and clarity of USPAP.

Qualifications

A. Work to harmonize appraiser qualifications between the Appraiser Qualifications Board

(AQB) and governmental bodies.

B. Work to harmonize appraiser qualifications between the U.S. and other countries.

C. Establish appraiser qualifications for professionals working in non-real property disciplines.

D. Establish best practices for the Supervising Appraiser/Trainee relationship

E. Work to ensure that Real Property Appraiser Qualification Criteria remain relevant and

appropriate in the marketplace served.

Education

A. Continue development of USPAP-related educational materials.

B. Assist degree granting institutions in the development of programs in appraisal education

consistent with AQB Criteria.

C. Expand and streamline the Course Approval Program in cooperation with appraisal

sponsors and other interested constituents for all valuation disciplines.

D. Work with States to grant reciprocity for university education.

E. Ensure the consistent and competent instruction of those who teach USPAP to appraisers.

F. Encourage the consistent and competent instruction of those who teach valuation theory

and technique.

Enforcement

A. Develop a plan (or strategy) to show how TAF can provide assistance in the consistent

enforcement of standards and qualifications by federal and state governmental bodies.

B. Work with appropriate groups to ensure appraiser independence.

Coordination

Page 3
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A. Carry out The Appraisal Foundation’s mission in a manner that recognizes the needs of

users of valuation services, federal and state regulators, professional valuation organizations,

and unaffiliated appraisers.

B. Serve as a fair, objective, and impartial resource to governmental bodies, both domestic and

international, and to other professional groups.

The Profession

A. Develop plans and programs to attract people to the profession.

B. Support efforts leading to domestic and international universal reciprocity for appraiser

certification and licensure.

C. Promote the professionalism and high ethical standards of appraisers to the public.

Communication/Public Relations/Outreach

A. Ensure that the work and service performed by The Appraisal Foundation, the Appraisal

Standards Board (ASB), and the AQB are clear, concise, and disseminated broadly to

appraisers, users of appraisal services, regulators, legislators, and other interested parties.

B. Foster and maintain open communications with other national, regional and international

standard and qualification setting bodies with interests in property valuation.

C. Encourage recognition that TAF encompasses all appraisal disciplines.

D. Initiate a campaign to increase and diversify membership in the Foundation’s Sponsoring

Organizations and Advisory Councils.

E. Initiate procedures to publicize the mission and work of TAF (public relations).

F. Ensure that all stakeholders are considered for positions on the various Boards, Councils,

Committees, and Task Forces.

II. Operational (Internal Goals)

Finances

A. Seek additional sources of revenue.

B. Accumulate reserves equal to one year of operating expenses.

Page 4
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C. Accumulate enough additional financial reserves to fully carry out TAF’s goals and

objectives as they relate to Standards and Qualifications.

D. Explore the feasibility and advisability of purchasing versus leasing TAF headquarters

office space.

Planning

A. Improve The Appraisal Foundation’s abifity to accomplish its mission by

formalizing the relationship of the TAF Strategic Plan with the business or work

plans of all Boards, Councils, Task Forces, Committees, and Staff.

B. Establish procedures for the periodic review and revision of the TAF Strategic Plan.

Communications

A. Improve the functionality of TAF’s Website.

B. Add accessible information to TAF’s Website to facilitate the internal work of the Boards,

Councils, Committees, Task Forces, and Staff (for internal users).

C. Measure and monitor the usefulness of TAF’s Website.

Organization Structure

A. Periodically conduct a review of the current structure of the Foundation Staff, Boards,

Councils, Committees, and Task Forces with respect to their mission and TAF strategic goals.

B. Implement “sunset” provisions with respect to Task Forces and other ad hoc groups of

TAF.

APPENDIX
BUSINESS PLANS

(From Boards, Councils, Committees, Task Forces, and Staff: Methods to achieve strategic goals)

Beginning in 2009 these plans will be included with these goals.
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~THEAPPRAISAL FOUNDATION ATTACHMENT #6

~flJ Authorized by Congress as the Source ofAppraisalStandanh andAppraLcer Qua1~fications

Name of Committee/Task Force/Working Group:

Chair:

Year:

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6
2010 Committee Action Plan to Committee Status of Each Recommendations Please indicate

Goals Achieve Each Accomplishments Action Item As They Relate To how each goal
Goal identified Related To Each Identified in Each Goal And below relates to

(Identify and in Column 1 Goal and Column 2 Appropriate Action the current
prioritize specific Subsequent Action (i.e. — in progress, Items For 2010 And Strategic Plan, if

short and long Items modified, Beyond applicable.
term goals) completed. If

modified, explain)
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PURPOSE AND NATURE OF SANCTIONS

The purpose of appraiser discipline is to protect the public from appraisers who have not or will not ethically and competently perform their duties to
their clients. The ultimate disposition of appraiser discipline should be public in cases of revocation, suspension and reprimand. Only in cases of
minor misconduct should private discipline be imposed.

SANCTIONS

Revocation

Revocation terminates a person’s status as a credentialed appraiser. Generally considered permanent, some states and jurisdictions may allow
individuals with revoked credentials to reapply at some point in the future.

Suspension

The temporary removal of an appraiser’s credential for a specified period of time.

• Short suspension: up to two months
• Medium suspension up to one year
• Significant suspension: more than one year

Formal Reprimand or Censure

A form of public discipline which declares the conduct of the appraiser improper, but does not limit the appraiser’s right to work.

Letter of Warning

Also called an admonition or a private reprimand. It is a form of non-public discipline which informs the appraiser that the conduct was improper, not
warranted or otherwise unacceptable. It does not limit the appraiser’s right to work.

Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
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Fines; Assessment of costs; Restitution

Some states may allow fines or assessment of costs to be imposed as a form of sanction. Generally the fines/costs are sent to the state. Restitution is
typically provided to the harmed party or parties.

• Fine: A sum of money required to be paid as a penalty for a violation.
Small, Moderate and Large

• Costs of enforcement activities.
• Restitution is payment to those harmed by the appraiser’s actions

Corrective or remedial education

Education aimed to correct or improve deficient skills in a specific area.

Probation

A period of time during which the appraiser and/or the appraiser’s work may be more closely scrutinized.

• short probation: up to six months
• medium probation: up to one year
• significant probation: more than one year

Monitoring

A period of time in which an appraiser’s work is subject to additional review by the State Appraiser Regulatory Agency.

Restriction on scope of practice

A period of time in which an appraiser is prohibited from performing certain types of appraisal assignments. The discipline could also include a
restriction on supervising other appraisers.

Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
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Levels of Sanctions

LEVEL VIOLATION SANCTION
I Minor violations that do not involve the Ethics Rule or Letter of warning or equivalent; censure; corrective education (CE

Competency Rule. or QE); small fine; or any combination of above.

II Technical errors or carelessness where appraiser would benefit Formal Reprimand or equivalent; corrective education (CE or QE
from education and that do not involve the Ethics Rule or that cannot be used for CE for renewal); short probation;
Competency Rule. monitoring; small to moderate fine; or any combination of above.

III Minor violations of the Ethics Rule and/or Competency Rule. Formal Reprimand or equivalent; corrective education (QE that
Other violations that rise to the level of affecting the cannot be used for CE for renewal); short suspension; medium
creditability of an assignment. probation; monitoring; restriction on scope of practice, area of

practice or ability to supervise; moderate fine; payment of
restitution and/or costs; or any combination of above.

IV Significant violations, including violations of the Ethics Rule Formal Reprimand or equivalent; significant amount of corrective
and/or Competency Rule. education (QE that cannot be used for CE for renewal); significant

suspension; significant probation; monitoring; restriction on scope
of practice, area of practice or ability to supervise; large fine; down
grade of credential; successful completion of national exam;
payment of restitution and/or costs; or any combination of above.

V Significant Ethics Rule and/or Competency Rule violations or Revocation or Voluntary Surrender in lieu of disciplinary action
willful violations, with or without large fine, payment of restitution and/or costs.

NOTES:
• This chart is intended to be used in conjunction with the attachedAggravating and Mitigating Circumstances.
• The potential Sanction in the chart is an average sanction where aggravating and mitigating circumstances balance each other.
‘ Where aggravating circumstances outweigh mitigating circumstances, the level ofsanction will increase, and vice versa.

Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
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AGGRAVATING AND MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES

AGGRAVATING CiRCUMSTANCES

An aggravating circumstance is any factual information or evidence regarding the appraiser or the violation that might result in an increased sanction. Aggrava~
circumstances include:

• Prior disciplinary history
• Number of appraisals involved in the case
• Number of total violations involved in the case
• Pattern of similar violations
• Significant financial harm to a lending institution, a consumer or others
• Refusal to reissue a corrected appraisal report when warranted
• Evidence that the violation was willful or intentional
• Evidence that the violation was grossly negligent
• Failure to exercise due diligence in the supervision of others
• Refusal to acknowledge violation
• Lack of cooperation with investigation
• Submission of false statements or evidence, or other deceptive practices (e.g., creating or adding to work file after complaint filed)
• Intimidation of or threats to witnesses or others involved with the investigation

MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES

A mitigating circumstance is any information or evidence regarding the appraiser or the violation that might result in a decreased sanction. Mitigating
circumstances include:

• Length of time since the date of violation
• No prior disciplinary history
• No other complaints currently pending against licensee
• No pattern of similar offenses
• No evidence that the violation was willful or intentional
• No evidence that the violation was grossly negligent
• License level at the time of violation
• Licensee was under the supervision of another appraiser at the time (e.g., trainees)
• Additional education taken and/or experience gained after violation occurred

Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
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• Cooperation with investigation
• Little or no financial harm to consumer or others
• Timely mitigation of financial loss
• Reissuance of a corrected appraisal report before the complaint was filed
• Understanding and acknowledgement of violation
• Personal problems such as physical, mental or emotional problems at the time of the violation that have since been addressed

Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
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EXAMPLE OF THE APPLICATION OF LEVELS AND AGGRAVATING AND MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES

The following are generic examples of how to apply sanction levels and aggravating and mitigating circumstances.

When determining an appropriate sanction, the highest level ofsanction should be considered unless substantial mitigating circumstances exist.

Example 1:

An appraiser accepted an appraisal assignment in an area where he is not geographically competent, failed to notify the client that he was not geographically
competent and failed to take the necessary steps to become competent. As a result, he produced an appraisal that was not supported by market data.

With no aggravating or mitigating circumstances, the sanction would be Level III.

Example 1A:

Assume in the above scenario that there are no aggravating circumstances and that the following mitigating circumstances exist:

a. The appraisal was done 3 years ago and the appraiser now has achieved competency in that market and others.
b. The appraiser has no prior disciplinary history.
c. The appraiser cooperated with the investigation.
d. Since the appraisal was completed, the appraiser has taken additional education that will help him avoid this issue in the future.

Based on these circumstances, the sanction would be Level I or Level II.

Example 1B:

Assume in the above scenario that there are no mitigating circumstances and that the following aggravating circumstances exist:

a. The appraiser has been disciplined for similar conduct in the past.
b. The appraiser had already taken education designed to address this issue before he did the appraisal in question.
c. As a result of the violation, there was significant financial harm to the lender and the consumer.

Based on these circumstances, the sanction would be Level IV or Level V.

Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
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Example 2:

An appraiser performs an appraisal where she used inappropriate comparable sales with inadequate and unsupported adjustments, resulting in an inflated opinion
of value. This is one of several appraisals she has performed for a lender where all properties were sold by the same investor.

With no aggravating or mitigating circumstances, the sanction would be Level IV.

Example 2A:

Assume in the above scenario that there are no aggravating circumstances and that the following mitigating circumstances exist:

a. The appraiser was under severe emotional stress at the time the appraisals were performed due to the illness of a child.
b. The appraiser had been licensed for only 8 months when she did the assignments.

Based on these circumstances, the sanction would be Level II or Level III.

Example 2B:

Assume in the above scenario that there are no mitigating circumstances and that the following aggravating circumstances exist:

a. There are 10 appraisals involved in this case.
b. The appraiser altered the engagement letters in her work files before sending them the state regulatory agency by removing the “value needed” from

them.
c. The appraiser did not cooperate with the investigation, refusing to meet with the investigator or to provide more information when requested.

Based on these circumstances, the sanction would be Level V.

Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
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Example 3:

An appraiser states in his certification on an appraisal that he inspected the interior and exterior of the subject property, when in fact he only drove by the property.
As a result, he stated that the subject property was in average condition when it was actually in poor condition and essentially uninhabitable. He did not use any
extraordinary assumptions or hypothetical conditions in the assignment. He knew that the lender required an interior inspection.

With no aggravating or mitigating circumstances, the sanction would be Level IV.

Example 3A:

Assume in the above scenario that there are no aggravating circumstances and that the following mitigating circumstances exist:

a. The appraiser took the 15-hour National USPAP course after the appraisal was done but before the complaint was received.
b. The appraiser cooperated with investigation and acknowledged his error.
c. The loan never went through, so there was little or no financial harm to the consumer or others.

Based on these circumstances, the sanction would be Level III.

Example 3B:

Assume in the above scenario that there are no mitigating circumstances and that the following aggravating circumstances exist:

a. The violation was intentional.
b. The appraiser has been licensed since 1991.
c. When confronted with the issue by the lender, the appraiser refused to inspect the subject property and reissue a new appraisal report.

Based on these circumstances, the sanction would be Level V.

Example 3C:

Assume in the above scenario that there are both the mitigating circumstances in Example 3A and the aggravating circumstances in Example 3B. The sanction,
therefore, would be anywhere from Level III to Level V.

Based on these circumstances, it would appear that the aggravating circumstances are more serious and outweigh the mitigating circumstances, thus the sanction
would be Level IV or Level V.

Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
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Example 4:

An appraiser values the subject property at $120,000. Among the findings:

• The subject had sold one month prior to the effective date of the appraisal for $80,000, but the appraisal stated that the property had not sold
within the past thirty six months.

• The appraisal states that the subject property contains 2400 square feet of gross living area when it actually has only 1200 square feet of
finished area and an unfinished, below grade basement.

• The appraiser used comparable sales that contained 2300 — 2800 square feet, which resulted in an inflated appraised value.
• The photographs of the subject property in the appraisal report were of a ranch with a fully finished basement. The appraiser states that his

trainee sent the wrong photos with the appraisal.
• Although the trainee did most of the work on the assignment, the appraiser did not mention the trainee’s assistance in the report.
• The workfile, which was kept electronically, contained only a copy of the engagement letter and the invoice. The appraiser could not find the

appraisal or any of the supporting documentation.

Discussion:

In this scenario, there are several violations of the Ethics Rule, such as conduct and record keeping, and violations of Standards 1 and 2. In
determining an appropriate sanction, one would start at the lowest level violation (Level II for record keeping) and consider the highest level
violation (Level V for preparing a fraudulent appraisal or communicating results in a misleading or fraudulent manner).

Example 4A:

Assume in the above scenario that there are no aggravating circumstances and that the following mitigating circumstances exist:

a. There are no other complaints pending or previous disciplinary actions against the appraiser and there is no indication that there has been
a pattern of similar offenses.

b. It appears that the trainee altered the report after the appraiser signed it. It also appears that the trainee deleted the appraisal and supporting
documentation for the assignment from the work file.

c. The appraiser acknowledged that he failed to supervise his trainee.

Based on these circumstances, the sanction would be Level IV or possibly even Level III.

Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
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Example 4B:

Assume in the above scenario that there are no mitigating circumstances and that the following aggravating circumstances exist:

a. There were several violations in the case.
b. The loan was made and went into foreclosure. The lender subsequently sold the property for $65,000.
c. His failure to supervise his trainee was grossly negligent as he knew his trainee had altered his reports in the past.

Based on these circumstances, the sanction would be Level V.

Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
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Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
August 26, 2010

2010-11 USPAP SANCTIONType of Violation(s) Ci~tion(s) Examples (also refer to the sanction matrix and agg

Istoffense 2nd off
ETHICS RULE

Ethics Rule Intentionally preparing a

Ethics Rule, Conduct

Preparing an appraisal ursuing a II g forthe
xem e subject prop without pro er dIG osure,

Example Tes ng as an expert proper ~cp nce.

Example ~ Acting as unbiased party~1ien there Is an interest in

Being an advocate for the client’s
interests.

Accepting an appraisal assignment that
includes the reporting of predetermined
opinions and conclusions.

Relying upon any unsupported
characteristic of race, national origin,
gender, marital status, familiat status,
age, receipt of public assistance
income, handicap, or unsupported
conclusion that homogeneity of such
characteristics is necessary to maximize
value.

Allowing an employee or other person to
communicate a misleading or fraudulent
appraisal report.

Communicating assignment results with
the intent to mislead or to defraud.

Failure to perform valuation services
ethically while acting as an appraiser.

Misrepresentation of role.

Conduct Section

appraisal. Level V

Level Ill

Level II

Level IV

Level IV

Level Ill

Level Ill

Level II

Level IV

Level V

Level ti

Level IV

Conduct & Management

Exam Ia ~ Inflating th value o nefit action a positionII Igatlon,

Selecting only m arable sales that the
Example contract when there are more a priate sales

a ails e,

Conduct A Ungan n slit en so gegementle erape flea that the lue mus exceed a carts a lit.

As gth a subd slon where most of the
Conduct onpe les yifldlvldualsfroma

coun no be desirable to the ge rat market.

l<no ng an ployee will Issue p
Conduct report an nflatedoplnlonofvalu at b edon

In footage for U Jo ro rty.

Conduct

xam Using a r~e on of another eppralaer’s reportwithout mission.
Inlentl Ily leaving out he fact the th subject

Example #2 e Is listed for sate and su stan ess than U’re
contracts ufit,

Level IV Level V

Level lit Level IV

Level V

Level V

Level IV Level V

Level IV Level V

Level ill Level IV

Level V

Level IV Level V

Level V
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Management Section

Failure to disclose payment of
undisclosed fees, commissions, or
things of value in connection with the
procurement of the assignment.
False, deceptive or misleading
advertisin

Accepting an assignment when the
employment andlor fee to be paid is
contingent upon the opinion, conclusion,
or valuation reached.

Accepting an assignment based on the
attainment of a stipulated result.

Attaching the signature of another
appraiser without that appraiser’s
consent.

ngto ‘mis leatprtortoacceplng
assIgn tth pp~ Or ~dØ~ p.: o
thee bjectprop orano ercile twoweeks go.

Paying a real estate a or ea pralsal
Managemen assignment the broke arranges Iliag to repo

tin reort.

Management

Adverlising a ap rat Is also estate
agen II dude an appraIsal no fee or g ge

ding oses whe a broke race
from d~slng,

Charging a fee based pon tage of value
due n

thea raised value.
will not be id unIdSa the

icons re Ce ha
an appraise do to

ature to a report Mill. the
out he consent of the

Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
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I Failure to disclose things of value in
connection with the procurement of an
assignment.

—
Type ofViolation(s) ~ - ≤~ -~ -~. .~. ~- ~ExampIes~’i ~ L-.~ .. ‘4~, ~~ -u~ .~ ~‘j D~”

‘~ Citation(s) r~!. ~ ~~ ~c~j ~ -~‘~‘ k(also r~.el$o the sanction matrix and~aggrava -

~~ ~ _‘~~~~ h ~ —~.--~‘~ ~. ~.f ...~. ~i ...~2. r ~‘ .~. ~ I j ‘~ ~., .1 __

~‘?~ ~ ~ . - •:. .•

______ .j.~, &~ -

~ lñtëfitldiiäl clainiing pro. was lñ~~ct~xamp ~ false ‘rate see. _________________________

Conduct Failing to report any gratuity outside of the fee typically
charged by the appraiser

Conduct

xam’Ie•#l

mpie#2

Failure to disd.se interest with respect
to the subject pr.perty.

Level IV

Level V

Conduct

B .j.’
..~

-• ~ of:asime thjtrd, resulf In
InCa .ratl.

issu g a report are a Intended use of the
a.... 1 assignm t~ia or a • re - nd the
app s.r’lanatobidonlljt~pro‘:-:. Ion.

Failure to disclose to the client that
services were provided by the appraiser
regarding the subject property within the
three years immediately preceding the
date of the assignment.

Level V

Level V

Conduct

Level IV Level V

Advertising a aE mpIe #2 I a or die wIll n a

Managemen

mi guarantee a
e apprai

Level III

Level II Level lii

Level II Level IV

Level IV Level V

Level II Level IV

Level IV Level V

Level IV Level V

Level IV Level V

Level It Level Ill

Level Ill Level IV

Example #1

Exam Ia #2

Level IV

Level V

Level V

Level V

Level IV

Oh In a aebased
Agreeing that a p
loan In p IManagement propertylaxes red

challenge rae lu Ion).

Ails anpp er~
Management ap ra’se Is on ca ri

app ear.
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Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
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2010-11 USPAP SANCTION
ExamplesType of Violation(s) Citation(s) (also refer to the sanction matrix and aggravating and mit

1st offense 2nd offense
Confidentiality Section

Violation of Appraiser-Client Confidentiality
Confidentiali

Revealing the name ola len to a third party when e
E pie die ad requested e praiser not dl e Level I or II Level Ill or IV Level V

cllentna eoriden
Supplying a copy of n pref~llI repo to a bo

Example #2 who Was not I ended en helen has Level It Level Ill Level IV
900 8

Sending sample ra ports to a dl
Exa pie #3 at nfs d tho redactin Level I Level II Level Ill

dentIst Informa 0 assIgnment result

Record Keeping Section

Failure to retain required wort< files for 5
years commendng on the date signed
or 2 years after the final disposition of Record Keeping TestIfying 4 years e a appraisal was signed Level II or Ill Level IV Level Vdestioyl e Ia $ years It was gaed.
any litigation the appraisal or report may
be involved in.

Failure to produce workfile when Record Keeping
required.

allure vide the workfile o a stat enforcement
E mple #1 Level Ill Level IV Level Ven. ue

Fall re 0 fQ~J~(3Ø IlL woritfile to someone o has
E pie #2 provI I cant professlonai salstance In the Level Ill Level IV Level V

lotion of the nrnent.
Failure to maintain necessary data,
information, and documentation in the Record Keeping Level II or Ill Level IV Level V
workfile.

Kee go the revision 0 a sal report Level I Level II Level Ill
and not the oil si
Perfo an o appraisal report by Iffy ng In cou

Exa p1 and on. ng alntaln o. nscilptof Level II Level Ill Level IV
the mon

COMPETENCY ~ ~ ~LI~~
Failure to determine whether the
appraiser is competent to perform an Competency
assign ment prior to accepting the
assignment.

Accepti an ment to
thout aving the requlsi

Level III Level IV Level V
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Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
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Type of Violation(s) 2010-11 USPAP
Citation(s)

Examples SANCTION
(also refer to the sanction matrix and aggravatln

1st offense 2nd offen

Failure to disclose the lack of knowledge
or experience to the client before
accepting the assignment.

A ana to ralsea
Competency ithout Informing the a t that th

done anything similar before.

I •. I .~.,. ‘‘ “sub to pta and
a. . - . a” a. .ertyunder

jthe die twants done”- Is”.

A ‘fing n I I a gn a t tho fi askl g
ab. ‘ all tended users and hen o meet

‘It .ns imposed by those ten. d

me

Accepting an
for EPA
understanding

rtctlOn8

slgnment to appraiser
the ry

federal d regu
theus o wellan

Failure to take all the steps necessary o
appropriate to complete the assignment
competently.

tlands area
ge Level Ill

a applying

er has Re Level Ill

Competency

~5~~lirrg an as gnment In an unfamiliar market
Example wIthout having access to data; for cc parable

sales.

A ting an men In an u It mark t wtt
Example #2 there are as ral niche markets that be u kn

0 on ut area.

ng an sig ent an unf mlliar Land
Competency assodating with local a praiser, but fail ng to lain

th p in erepo

Failure to describe the lack of
knowledge and/or experience and the
steps taken to complete the assignment
competently in the report.

Failing to withdraw from an assignment
when it is discovered that the appraiser
lacks the required knowledge and
experience to complete the assignment
competently.

Level IV Level V

Levet IV Level V

Level Ill Level IV

Level Ill Level IV

Level IV Level V

Level II

Level II

Level Ill

Accepting an assign with understanding that
the appratserwould be able re experts with

wi a and ii In edtlc appraIsalCompetency ma~dab~y needed but not I able to retain audi

experts and.. . leting thee sal In an

________________________________ Incompete t manner as a

~

Failure to gather and analyze
information about assignment elements
that are necessary to property identify
the problem to be solved.

Scope of Work

Level lv Level V

xampt:

Failure to determine and perform the

I research and analysis necessary todevelop credible assignment results.

Scope of Work

I
.n evellI LeveIllI LevellV

Level II Level Ill Level IV
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Type of Violation(s) 2010-11 USPAP Examples SANCTIONCitation(s) (also refer to the sanction matrix and aggravating and m

1st offense 2nd offense

sing three comparable sales the sales compaltE mpla#1 anaty the client re i our more. Levei ii Level lii Level IV

P ing a e by on an older prope
that has been abandoned determining itom hempe ole wti of In n requ forthe Level Ii Level lii Level IV

Intended use o the

Allowing assignment conditions to limit
the scope of worlc to such a degree that Scope of Work
the assignment results are not credible.

(ising only properties Id within mo hs he
effective d e of the ssignment, per e I SExamPle #1 OtiOns, even ough those properties not Level Ill Level IV Level V

corn rabe a esub
Performing drive by on a newly nslructed
property thout a use of an na

Example #2 assumptIon or hypothetical conditi , per e ci s Level Ill Level IV Level V
instructions, en ocoupa permit as b
Issued.

Allowing the intended use of an
assignment or a clients objectives to Scope of Work
cause the assignment results to be
biased.

praising a ub ny 1~tax pu sea fl

Exe p1 ~ appraising It f0i~th~ ~n :~re e ye Level IV Level V

conde n on case.
Choosing compa sale that sup the

Ex~ p0 #2 contract, an not le tha are ost comparable clue Level IV Level V
sub

Failing to disdose sufficient information
in the report to allow intended users to Son e of Work
understand the scope of work I’
performed.

FaIUng to disclose that a hypothetical condition s
Exampie#1 u a sal. Level 11 Level Ill Level IV

Example 2 Fa gb disclose that the apprals signing the Level III Level IV Level Vapprai 1 d O $ the bJect perty but that
he lIed on an ctlon erform b thor,

JURISDICTIONAL EXCEPTION RULE ~i:; ~‘“~~‘

Failure to identify or cite the law or AppraIsing a rope at ncy quIte
regulation that precludes compliance Jurisdictional Exception by law, the appraiser to use a s form to report Level II Level Ill Level IV
with USPAP. the ap Isal, but n that precludes

corn ce Wilt Stan rd of USI?AP
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Type of Violation(s)
2010-11 USPAP

Citation(s)
Examples SANCTION

(also refer to the sanction matrix and aggravating and ml

Failure to comply with the law or
regulation that precludes compliance
with USPAP.

STANDARD I

Failure to comply with Standards Rule 1-

Failure to be aware of, understand, and
correctly employ recognized methods
and techniques necessary to produce
credible assignment results.

App sin a ropetty fora fed~il agency tha
a byte , appml to a ona

a c , b en sending a I reportIng ue
sect f the ulred form.

An appraiser dad no n f a leasehold
Example #2 late In a pro en a bundle o rights at

appral d was the leased fe a

An appraiser mIscalculates square a a
E mple #3 me si g e o n ye on 360 square

when the home at consist 1,800 ate t.

SR 1-1(c)

An pral maccu ely d~ibes the bject
rty’sroof rt 9 of ndo .me Ia on,

and of h g. a I also mIs $
sub prop a a but peo founda ad
topogra y

Jurisdictional Exception

SR 1-1

SR 1-1(a)

1st offense 2nd offense 3rd o

An appraiser aIled o flze
ap a to tueExample ~ residence a a aol borh

mate, similar co

esal comparison
a ngle ly
slallngofre at,

prop

An ap iser developed an on o market value
p #Z analyzing and for a concessia

a stadln: eco ble I

SR 1-1(b)

Example

Committing a substantial error of
omission or commission that
significantly affects an appraisal.

Rendering appraisal services in a
careless or negligent manner by making
a series of errors that, in the aggregate,
affect the credibility of the assignment
results.

Map serfalledtoap
f a on of vacan

5%
anticipated to rea

any di a g to account
acein all to

ad, an was not
panoyf 4 ears,

Level Ill Level IV LevelV

Level Ill or IV Level V

Level Ill or IV Level V

Level IV Level V

Level IV Level V

Level lii or IV Level V

Level II or Ill Level Ill or IV Level VExample #1
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Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
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2010-11 USPAP SANCTION
Type of Violation(s) . Examples

Citation(s) (also refer to the sanction matrix and aggravating and mitigat

1st offense 2nd offense

ure to comply with Standards Rule 1-
2. SR12

An p en at theap I Is n~
Ex plo #1 1-2 gage an pu a, when Is ally Level II or Ill Level III or IV Level V

bang for d case emeni in

a a denlify thit a appraisal seed
p #2 SR 1-2(g) on t a be g consIdered b he owner Level Ill or IV Level V

has o ned
An ~F performthe a

Example #3 ~ -2(11 approach sub a necessa r ble Level IV Level V
a nrtlaflt

Failure to comply with Standards Rule 1- SR 1-3
3.

An raiser falls it ze at the ma e a

Exa pIe #1 SRI (a> ~Ite d ing ricet be ~ a Level Ill or IV Level V
area.
An appralsetialls to consIder the subject propertys

Example #2 R b zo develop g it on the big d baa evel Ill or IV Level V
use.

Failure to comply with Standards Rule 1- SR 1-4
4.

An app evelop apprOa ltd at
Example R 1-4(b)(l) develo op Ion a ng Level II or Ill Level Ill or IV Level V

- te method ~t .

In vlalng n 1 ofse (7) nIg

E ample #2 R 1-4(e) lie to Indlvid toanive alan therthe Level II or Ill Level Ill or IV Level V

opln[on ctf~v a.

In patIo an ppralsal a purchase otel,
Example #3 R I-4(g an a note lyze a effect o a Level Ill or IV Level V

the personal pmpe uded In the sale

Failure to comply with Standards Rule 1- SR 1-5
5.

An ap a analyze a at agreement a
Example #1 SR 1-5(a) a ub property a lb Level II or Ill Level Ill or IV Level V

eva ble duil g a normal course of bu

appra falls a analyze at the su eel
Example #2 ~ -5(b property sold IS on for an oun 30 Level IV Level V

a Its aj n price.

Failure to comply with Standards Rule 1- SR 1-6
6.
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2010-11 USPAP SANCTIONType of Violation(s) Examples
Citation(s) (also refer to the sanction matrix and aggravating an

1st offense 2nd offe
In sales dson app an app set simply
adds adjusted ue a the three camp sales

Example #1 used an divides thre for n mdi a a us a Level lii or IV Level V
gh me were be Indicators ye u

h era.

An appraiser Is ad a builder to perform
ap I 1 g a comparl ppmad1~
ho ver home constructed tea

Example #~ 1-6(b) re ae. se th builder mquest:ct only Level Ill or IV Level V

sal rison ,he p gI
con n to the cost a p In tended 11

p1 val e.

STANDARD 2
Failure to clearly and accurately set forth
the appraisal in a manner that is not SR 2-1(a)
misleading.

xample I rep g a tea ed as re art knowing tha there are
mote In ended users an ust the dient, Level Ill Level IV Level V

Failure to contain suffident information
to enable the intended user(s) of the SR 2-1 ‘b
appraisal to understand the report
properly.

pa~ g a cost approach ly dl I’ request
Exa e # even u the re a Falling I

hat cos a edit lye no gh In I a
r cond lion nd . Levell Level II Level Ill
Map awrtttenreportldentliiedas

mm a ralsal report’ The east
agreem signed b Ike den and the Isar
can ad requlremen thatithe app atm

Exam le 2 In e i5~ gIna
pa sales na pplled wIthin the
comparison app . Ho ye, a con a Is
I uded only a g each a the Is

a ut of analysis or
reasonin Level I Level II Level Ill

Failure to clearly and accurately disclose
all assumptions, extraordinary
assumptions, hypothetical conditions, SR 2-1(c)
and limiting conditions used in the
assignment.
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Voluntary Disciplinary Action Matrix
August 26, 2010

2010-11 IJSPAP SANCTION
ExamplesType of Violation(s) Citation(s) (also refer to the sanction matrix and aggravating

Istoffense 2ndoffen
Failure to prepare a written real property
appraisal report under one of the
following three options and prominently
state which option is used: Self SR 2-2
Contained Appraisal Report, Summary
Appraisal Report, or Restricted Use
Appraisal Report.

An tserub thte ap sal
Example ~ assIgn tart a orm listed assal amen Report”. ou h o

re ad nf tlon attzed,the~’e no
nlifl on ofkthe repo o lion used. Level I Level II Level Ill

An ap t a a message to his dien no ag
Example #2 hIm a Is final ue cc a. No oth a

was Included. Level Ill Level IV Level V
In a Self-Contained report, failure to
include content consistent with the SR 2-2(a)
intended use of the report.

In a Self-Contained report, failure to
state the identity of the client and any SR 2-2(a)(i)
intended users by name or type.

An ser an edbyalooal ey
com fete a asia nmentf uselExample # The ra ser bml report, -

d, to the dg Identified “C rt”
clien d n d no Ia ad users. Level II Level III Level IV

In a Self-Contained report, failure to SR 2-2(a)(ii)
state the intended use of the re ort.

In a Self-Contained report, failure to
describe information sufficlent to identify
the real estate involved in the appraisal, SR 2-2(a)(iii)
including the physical and economic
property characteristics relevant to the
assignment.

ap serwas engaged to de~tllop a opinion of
efo a property hat In a building that

ad been destroyed recent fire The
gage t a meat reque ad a self-contaIned

repo that uld e used lasu ace S. lament
Exa pie I

U sea. cc pan that the
appraiser deso’lbe the “as Is condition of a bu kit g

or. The appraiser delivered re a containIng
onl a tame t that the Idlng tartar exhibited
sI cant da . Level I Level II Level Ill
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2010-11 USPAP SANCTION
Type of Violation(s) Examples

Citation(s) (also refer to the sanction matrix and aggravating

Istoffense 2nd off
In a Seif-Contained report, failure to
state the real property interest SR 2-2(a)(iv)
appraised.
In a Self-Contained report, failure to
state the type and definition of value and SR 2-2(a)(v)
its source.
In a Self-Contained report, failure to
state the effective date of the appraisal SR 2-2(a)(vi)
and the date of the report.
in a Self-Contained report, failure to
desciibe the scope of work used to SR 2-2(a)(vii)
develop the appraisal.

-contained rep of a trip k~ln an eminent
E m e domai ding did no nciude the sco e of rk

used to,de o thea pratsaL Level i Levei ii Level ill

In a Self-Contained report, faiiure to
describe the information analyzed, the
appraisal methods and techniques
employed, and the reasoning that SR 2-2’a~viii
supports the analyses, opinions, and
conclusions. Failure to explain exclusion
of any of the approaches to value.

in a Self-Contained report, failure to
state the use of the real estate existing
as of the date of value and the use of
the reai estate reflected in the appraisai; SR 2-2’a”ix
and, when an opinion of highest and
best use was developed by the
appraiser, failure to describe the support
and rationaie for that opinion.

A self-contained report a Ct of land a rge
ample #1 commercial g not include the ppo an

ration I a hIgh rid best use
fami res en al Level II Level ill Level IV

in a Self-Contained report, failure to
clearly and conspicuously:

• state all extraordinary assumptions and SR 2-2(a)(x)
hypothetical conditions; and
• state that their use might have affected
the assignment results.
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2010-11 USPAP SANCTION
Type of Violation(s) Examples

Citation(s) (also refer to the sanction matrix and aggravating

1st offense

In a Self-Contained report, failure to
include a signed certification in SR 2-2(a)(xi)accordance with Standards Rule 2-3.

In a Summary report, failure to include
content consistent with the intended use SR 2-2(b)
of the report.
In a Summary report, failure to state the
identity of the client and any intended SR 2-2(b)(i)
users by name or type.
In a Summary report, failure to state the SR 2-2(b)(ii)
intended use of the re ort.

An Appraiser was engaged to prepare a røal property
Example # appraisal ruse in sa ng the I sit price for pmperty.

~hre Sum report was del to the clIent without
Id htittcat of~the Intended use of~he ort. Level Ii Level Ill Level IV

In a Summary report, failure to
summarize information sufficient to
identify the real estate involved in the
appraisal, including the physical and SR 2-2(b)(iii)
economic property characteristics
relevant to the assignment.

In a Summary report, failure to state the SR 2-2(b)(iv)
real ro e interest a raised.
In a Summary report, failure to state the
type and definition of value and its SR 2-2(b)(v)
source.

An appraiser was engaged to de a value oplni
and prepare sum ry re o e rep toast
of a resirfen Ing for insurance rpoa a- a

ample #1 a p ser ad the oplnl ding the co and

sales mpatlson pproaches to ue, failed to
state sand definition of value. Level I evel II Level Ill

In a Summary report, failure to state the
effective date of the appraisal and the
date of the report.
In a Summary report, failure to
summarize the scope of work used to
develop the appraisal.
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2010-Il USPAP SANCTION
Type of Violation(s) Examples

Citation(s) (also refer to the sanction matrix and aggravating and m

1st offense 2nd offense

In a Summary report, failure to
summarize the information analyzed, the
appraisal methods and techniques
employed, and the reasoning that SR 2-2(b)(viii)
supports the analyses, opinions, and
conclusions. Failure to explain exclusion
of any of the approaches to value,

report the compariso
£ p1 #1 appro oh as e approach to value ed~

The re rt ed xplaflatlon for the reason to
ex de eco the Incomes aches to value. Level I Level It Level Ill

In a Summary report, failure to state the
use of the real estate existing as of the
date of value and the use of the real
estate reflected in the appraisal; and, SR 2-2’b ix
when an opinion of highest and best use
was developed by the appraiser, failure
to descnbe the support and rationale for
that opinion.

ma Summary report, failure to dearly
and conspicuously:

• state all extraordinary assumptions and SR 2-2(b)(x)
hypothetical conditions; and
• state that their use might have affected
the assignment results.

In a Summary report, failure to include a
signed certification in accordance with SR 22(b)(xi)
Standards Rule 2-3.

In a Restricted Use report, failure to
include content consistent with the SR 2-2(c)
intended use of the report.
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2010-11 USPAP SANCTION
Type of Violation(s) Cft~tion(s) Examples (also refer to the sanction matrix and aggravat

1st offense 2nd offense

In a Restricted Use report, failure to
state the identity of the client by name or
type. Failure to state a prominent use
restriction that limits use of the report to
the client and wams that the appraisers SR 2-2(c)(i)
opinions and conclusions set forth in the
report may not be understood properly
without additional information in the
appraisers work file.

An pra reques ad b a .J d to plate n
a nment o market val property settle ant

rposes n lu one a J a would be the
Examp a den d there would be two addlbonal ntended users

pan completion of a east m a n ia
sub d the Ia led “Radiated Use

R .“ Tb port no Include a ro ant use
ia on. Level Ill Level IV Level V

In a Restricted Use report, failure to SR 2-2’c’(ii)
state the intended use of the re ort.

In a Restricted Use report, failure to
state information sufficient to identify the SR 2-2(c)(iii)
real estate involved in the appraisal.

In a Restricted Use report, failure to
state the real property interest SR 2-2(c)(iv)
appraised.
In a Restricted Use report, failure to
state the type of value and the source of SR 2-2(c)(v)
its definition.
In a Restricted Use report, failure to
state the effective date of the appraisal SR 2-2(c)(vi)
and the date of the report.
In a Restricted Use report, failure to
state the scope of work used to develop SR 2-2(c)(vii)
the appraisal.
In a Restricted Use report, failure to
state the appraisal methods and
techniques employed, state the value
opinion(s) and conclusion(s) reached, SR 2-2(c)(viii)
and reference the work file. Failure to
explain the exclusion of an approach to
value.

A~F~1rICted use report on a new rae dentlal Ung
delIvered a client. The cost appra t value

Example #1 n reported and there was no allan orbs
ax slon. Level I Level II Level Ill
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2010-11 USPAP SANCTIONExamplesType of Violation(s) Citation(s) (also refer to the sanction matrix and aggravatin

1st offense 2nd

In a Restricted Use report, failure to
state the use of the real estate existing
as of the date of value and the use of
the real estate reflected in the appraisal:

SR 2-2(c)(ix)and, when an opinion of highest and
best use was developed by the
appraiser, failure to describe the support
and rationale for that opinion.

In a Restricted Use report, failure to
clearly and conspicuously:

• state all extraordinary assumptions and SR 2-2(c)(x)
hypothetical conditions; and
• state that their use might have affected
the assignment results.

ough e re cted use report Included an
ty asumptlon buIlding cou d a

xa Ia #1 placed upon the sIte and a hypothetical condition that
zo approval ust b b ad edo so, a was
no tement th the assum U and the lion

have ffected the east nment results develo d. Level II Level Ill Level IV

In a Restricted Use report, failure to
include a signed certification in

SR 2-2(c)(xi)accordance with Standards Rule 2-3.

Failure to include in each written
appraisal report a signed certification SR 2-3
with content similar to the one in SR 2-3.

certified appral fal ad to Include
estate t rd’ g treat

Example #1 assIstance. AT a Id provide slgnlficaa

assistance theta evel II Level Ill Level IV
In an oral appraisal report, failure to
address to the extent possible and SR 2-4
appropriate, the substantive matters set
forth in SR2-2(b).

An appraiser reported art pinion of value ye ly to
his twith no other ocu ntatlon. The state
a rat latory agen estl ‘ farmedExa ple#1
by the app ser that the ass gament as consid
ngoing and not complet ‘there ore, there was no

requiremen create Ia docu entauon until the
den wledgød corn elton. Level Ill Level IV Level V
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